PRESS RELEASE
Simon Hegele CEO Stefan Ulrich appointed to the Federal Economic
Senate of the BVMW
As of March 1, 2021, Stefan Ulrich, CEO of the Simon Hegele Group of Companies, was
appointed to the Federal Economic Senate of the German Association for Small and
Medium-Sized Businesses - Unternehmerverband Deutschland (BVMW) e.V..
Previously, the Simon Hegele Group hasjoined the association of medium-sized
businesses.
Karlsruhe, April 13, 2021. The BVMW's Federal Economic Senate now has a new member:
with Stefan Ulrich, CEO of the Simon Hegele Group, the committee is bringing a passionate
representative of the SME sector into its ranks. Around 230 entrepreneurial personalities from
a wide range of industries are members of the Federal Economic Senate, which, as an advisory
body of the BVMW, provides creative impetus for politics and the economy and thus bundles
the interests of small and medium-sized enterprises in Germany.
"Medium-sized companies are the success factor of the German economy. Therefore, it is a
great honor for me to work together with great personalities of the Federal Economic Senate,
to maintain the exchange with other experts and to represent the interests of medium-sized
businesses out of this circle”, says Stefan Ulrich.
Simon Hegele, headquartered in Karlsruhe, already joined the Bundesverband
mittelständische Wirtschaft e.V. as a member on February 01, 2021, in order to strengthen the
"voice of medium-sized businesses", as the association calls itself.
About the Simon Hegele Group
The Simon Hegele Group is one of the most innovative service providers along complex supply
chain processes. The principle of "more than just logistics…” has been the driving force for the
further development of the company group and its services for more than 100 years. Simon
Hegele offers customers from the healthcare, industry, IT and retail sectors at over 50 locations
worldwide highly specialized value-added services tailored to the respective customer
processes and supports them in focusing on their respective core competencies.
The photographic material attached to this press release may be used for reporting purposes. The
copyright is held by the Simon Hegele Group of Companies.
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